Initiatory Ord. → Coronation → Creation
Substitute strange Noble Birth, Blond/or Red Hair
Ritually put to

King
Death → Rebirth → Is. Resurrection
New Accessory, Supplantation. The RDRL must choose Substitute for King.
Stranger
Nobility
Blond/or Red Hair

The King must die so he could carry on the new ruler. I offer power death to demonstrate his divine power & life-giving Author

Respects to Death → Resurrection
Of the King who is & becomes to Son of Re → A God.
In the beginning, Great God, Lord of heaven and earth, below the earth & the waters [destroyed],

I am the Body of Osiris Sheshonq, the god, sleeping in this time.

[Diagram of Egyptian hieroglyphs]

19 in Buuiris
"I want to see the whole world every created thing."

The journey begins at the altar. I ascend on Bird's wings, and will show you that which is in heaven and earth.

The angel took me by the right hand.

Israel accounts, give Abor instruction in Cosmology

Abor seen beneath the throne 4 fiery kings: Lion, man, ox, angel (cooptic figures)

Face #2 Fig 2 → Gen 15:6-10

- Sacrifice - earth & Doe, infant
- Heifer, goat, Ram - Zodiacal figures
- Covenant
- Abor 1:15-20 - That day on the altar.

The Hypoepigraph was on the Egg, saw it was to assure deliverance from the destroyer & resurrection to the person. & To provide a pattern for the Cosmos.
Aker, Priest, King
Carmel, Princess
Presentation scene

Pharaoh - son - servant - slaves
all leaders of society

Radwan - there are later photographs taken to preserve for posterity that moment
when a man lived when he reached the highest state of bliss & exaltation, standing
in the presence of Majesty & being recognized by him.